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As is well known, the Cabibbo angle Be is successfully related 5 ) to the quark masses, that is, (4) This expression has become possible by considering the quark mass matrix. Then, in this paper, we examine some of problems concerning the quark mixing matrix based on the Fritzsch-type quark mass matrices.
)
We deal with the symmetric Fritzsch form 7 ) for the quark mass matrices defined by (5) where the constants A, B, C and the phases CPA, CPB, CPe are different for U and D quarks. As shown in Ref. 8) , these matrices are diagonalized via Mdlag= QLMQR t, where QL and QR are represented by diagonal phase matrices, real orthogonal R U and RD. The quark mixing matrix U is then given by (6) where P=diag(l, e if5 , eiT). Then the Uij'S are generally represented as functions of the quark masses and the phases, (5 and r, or where Rll =[mZm3(m3-mz)(mz+ ml)-1(m3-ml)-l(ms-mz+ ml)-l]lIZ , R1z= -[mlm3(m3+ ml)(mZ+ ml)-1(m3+ mz)-1(m3-mz+ ml)-l)1!2 and others.7),8) In the following, we introduce such notations as (7) (8) (9) where mi and Mi stand for the i th U and D quark masses, respectively. Concerning the phases (5 and r in Eq. (7), it is suggested 7 ),9) that (5= r= ± 1(/2 is necessary to explain the long b lifetime and the value of the Cabibbo angle. This is often called that CP violation is maximal.
As mentioned above, we have five possible combinations of signs of ReL/ia• But, as a preliminary work, it is enough to deal with signs 3 ) of ReL/31 and ReL/zz, where 2ReL/31 =1 UIZUZ3I z + 1 UZZU13I z -1 U31l z , (10) Using Eq. (7), we can represent ReL/31 and ReL/zz in terms of the quark masses and two phases.
Before we discuss ReL/31 and ReL/zz, let us summarize the quark masses already known. First from Ref. 10 
where these are the running masses computed for AQcn=100 MeV and at ,u=1 GeV scale. On the other hand, the top quark mass from the colliders An allowed range of ReLl31 is easily calculated to be
with a help of I U331 > I U111 or an expression
But as long as special conditions on 0 and r are imposed on Eq. (12), sign of ReLl 31 is uniquely determined. For example,
ReLl31 >0
for 0= r= ± 7[/2 .
If ReLl31 > 0 will be established, signs of ReLlia take 3 ) either one of which are distinguished from the sign of ReLl22. On the other hand
2ReLl22 =(mI2+ MI2)(mI3+ MI3 )-(m23-M23)(mI3-M 13 )
-2J m23M23cOS( 0-r) + ... 
Here Eq. (24) comes from U12~ -j M12 +j m12 eio" and this is reduced to Eq. (4) when M12 ;pm12 is used. From Eqs. (24) and (25), we can estimate an upper limit of m3 or a top quark mass. According to a simple consideration, we know that Eq. (25) must be replaced by I U231 = j M23 -j m23 and that m3 becomes larger as Ml becomes smaller for fixed I Ud, I U231, ml, m2, M2 and M3. Similarly we know that m3 becomes larger as. both ml and I Ud become larger. Then an upper limit of m3 is given when I Ud is chosen to be its maximum under ml = Ml if ml < Ml is assumed. 
Thus it is concluded from M2=175±55 MeV that m3 does not exceed 155 GeV within the present data. The relations between the physical mass, mr y , and the running masses, m3(1 GeV), for AQ cn=50-300 MeV are illustrated in Ref. 7) . From this analysis, we have mrY~0.6 m3(1 GeV) for AQcn =100 MeV. Then our prediction m3(1 Ge V) < 155 Ge V corresponds roughly to ml hY < 93 Ge V, which should be compared with the data n ) mr Y >S9 GeV. This agrees with that the quark mass matrix proposed by Fritzsch is ruled oue 2 ) unless mry::s 100 -110 Ge V.
Summarized to· say, we have =0.9744±0.0010 from nuclear beta decay. Further I U231 from the measurements of quark decays will play an important role to estimate a top quark mass and this mass is closely related to the value of ImLl;a/sin6. Therefore it is emphasized in the future analysis that the quark mixing matrix elements have to be intimately discussed from not only the measurements of quark decays but also the .quark masses.
